To Move ICs

Pay attention to points –How do you get the most points?
Move & Retrieval
• Use Materials that can control the object in conjunction
with extenders for reach. Extenders need to be sturdy
enough to span the distance

Device for moving balls or other items made from multiple
extenders and connectors. Extenders (left to right): chenille
stick, straw, coffee stirrer, pencil, paper and craft sticks.
Connector materials (left to right): string, mailing labels,
rubber band. Note that the string and the rubber band are
wrapped around ~1” of the extenders to create a strong
connection.
Controllers/Containers
Controllers/Hangers for
balls/weights made by
wrapping rubber bands
around balls and using
unfolded paperclip as a
hanger.
Holder/scooper for
ball/weight made with a
curved and twisted chenille stick.

Container made by folding a
piece of printer paper (basic
origami cup). No connector
needed to hold it closed.

Container/controller made from a piece of
printer paper rolled into a piece of printer
paper rolled into a cone and held closed
with paper clips.

Container made by folding a
3”x5” index card and held closed
with paper clips. Fold lines were
drawn in black to make them
more visible. In this sample, the
long edges were folded to the
center. Design based on folds
from a storage box.

8.5”x11” printer paper with miter
corner folds shown. One corner
completed and held with paper
clip. In sample, the long edges
were folded to center.

Completed box
controller/container. Held
together on one side with paper
clips and on the other side with
mailing labels.

Other ways to move objects
• Zip lines and Gondolas
Make a container and
hang from a string to
move objects. Gravity
makes the object slide
down the string.

•Hoops, Straws & Balloons
Attach two loops to a straw or
sturdy extender. Hang the loops
on a string and attach a balloon
to the straw at both ends.
Let the air out of the balloon
and watch it go.

• Wind power
Make a sail and use
wind to move an
object on a hard
surface or water.
Remember to add a
counter balance so
the wind doesn’t flip
the structure over.

Experiment with different ways to make things move and
making containers from common materials. Experiment
making strong extenders with materials and ways to connect
them. Can you connect 2 paper rolls together without
anything sticky? How many different things can you connect
together with string? With paper clips? Or Toothpicks?

